
Celebrity  Couple  News:  Why
Justin Bieber Was Crying in
Hailey Baldwin’s Arms

By Rhodesia Williams

In celebrity news, Justin Bieber and Hailey Baldwin showed us
just how strong their celebrity relationship is. According to
EOnline.com, photos were recently taken of Bieber crying with
Baldwin by his side. As questions were raised and celebrity
gossip  began  to  swirl  about  the  celebrity  couple,  Bieber
assured everyone that everything was fine. Bieber chalked it
up to having a bad day.

In  celebrity  couple  news,  Justin
Bieber  took  comfort  in  Hailey
Baldwin’s arms. What are some ways
to console your partner when he/she
is upset?

Cupid’s Advice:

Supporting your partner through a rough time or even just a
bad day is key to any relationship. Not only does it show that
you care, but it also makes your partner feel safe knowing
they have you in their corner. Cupid has some advice on ways
to console your partner when he/she is upset:

1. Laughter: Sometimes we need a good laugh to make ourselves
feel  better.  Cheer  up  your  partner  by  making  them  laugh.
Watching a funny movie or watching funny videos on YouTube can
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help your partner feel better. Although, Michael Scott from
The Office felt that laughter cured everything, sometime a
dose of it can subside the pain for now.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: When Your Partner Signs The
Blues, It May Be Something More

2. Physically be there: Physical contact with your partner
will not only cheer them up, but make them feel safe. Whether
you are holding each other or simply giving your partner a
hug, that secure feeling will give them the strength to get
through. We all have one of those days where we could use a
hug.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: How Your Excitement Drives
Your Expectations

3. Take the time: Taking some time off with your partner could
help you and your partner to get through this tough time.
Putting  your  phones  down  and  giving  your  partner  your
undivided attention will allow your partner to vent and get
everything out. Show your partner that you are ready to listen
and help tackle whatever is causing them pain.

What are some ways you console your partner? Share below.
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